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ABSTRACT
The

spiritual

the

After this research was conducted, additional

teenage years are pivotal in determining the

case studies and visual analysis were also

religious and spiritual values as teenagers

conducted to evaluate similar studies and

transition into adulthood. As serious as this

design projects. Based off the research,

stage of development is, there is a lack of

a brand campaign consisting of a poster

involvement in the faith development of

series, social media posts,

teenagers on the part of parents, specifically

website, and activity booklet were created

Christian fathers. With this lack of paternal

to educate dads on important milestones of

support during faith development, the

teenage spiritual development, challenges

percentage of those leaving the church

to connect with their teenager regularly and

during adolescents and early adulthood is

have faith conversations and provide guides

rapidly increasing. The aim of the research

for creating a safe space to ask and answer

was to understand important milestones

tough questions about faith. Through these

in

teenagers,

resources, dads will be better equipped

why Christian dads are uninvolved in

to understand spiritual development and

this

development,

be actively involved in the lives of their

for

communicating

spiritual

development

development
and

during

of
best

strategies
of

teenagers. Additionally, teenagers will also

development information to dads that

have a better environment for their own

already

spiritual development.

struggle

large

with

quantities

mobile app,

being

involved.

To better understand this problem, the
following research questions were asked to
better understand the problem and possible
solutions:
1.

Who is Gen Z?

2.

Why is Gen Z leaving the church?

3.

What does spiritual development
look like during the adolescent
years?

4.

What impact does the parental r
elationship have on spiritual
development?

5.

What is the current state of paternal
involvement in faith development
in the home today?

6.

What external sources are
impacting spiritual development?

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
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SUMMARY OF
INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
In an effort to curb this trend of young people
For the last ten years I have been working

leaving the church, many churches have

with teenagers in both a religious and

started to change their strategies to partner

educational setting. I have had the unique

with parents in the spiritual development

opportunity to observe drastic changes in the

of their children. There is a large body of

spiritual development of this demographic

research on the greatest influence in the

and witness the importance that faith plays

spiritual development being parents, who

in overall development and determining

raise their children, provide for them, and

who they are as adults. As students would

interact with them more consistently than

graduate and enter into the next season of

any other adult figure in their lives (Najmi 1).

adulthood, either at college or immediately

While parents affirm their own importance,

entering the workforce, there are many

it has been discovered that the current

that unfortunately decide to leave the

generation of parents are largely uninvolved

Christian church. People leaving the church

with the spiritual development of their

and their faith is an unfortunate reality, but

teenagers and that faith is not a regular

in meeting with and speaking with other

part of family life with fathers being the

professionals in the field, there was a shared

primary culprits of the lack of regular spiritual

observation that the current generation

interaction (Smith 18).

of teenagers, or Generation Z, are leaving
in much greater numbers than previous
generations. A study conducted in 2017
shows that percentage of Gen Z who believe
in an afterlife, read the Bible, or believe in
God has gone down approximately 1015% from the millennial generation before
them (Bergler 79). Researchers theorize that
this trend of declining religious affiliation
will only continue and the that numbers of
Generation Z leaving the church or having no
faith will only continue to increase.
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

KNOWLEDGE GAPS

Generation X parents value the overall

There has been a substantial amount of

spiritual development of their teenagers, but

research that has been conducted on the

studies have shown that this value has not

spiritual development of teenagers along

translated into action of making spirituality

with

a priority in the daily family routine. Studies

parents can have on the overall development

have shown that specifically fathers have

of their own children. There are also many

become increasingly uninvolved in the

different books on the topic of parenting from

spiritual development of their teenagers. This

a Christian standpoint. Typically, these books

lack of involvement from one of the biggest

are more general in their focus, with more

influences in the spiritual life of teenagers,

resources concentrating on younger children.

greatly affects the overall quality of spiritual

The research in this thesis is unique because

development and is one of the reasons the

it looks at the relationship between fathers

current generation teenagers, Generation Z,

and their teenager’s spiritual development,

is leaving the church as they enter adulthood

where most resources about teenagers are

or even before they leave the adolescence

more general to both parents. Additionally,

stage.

this research looks to provide tangible action

understanding

the

influence

that

steps for fathers to connect and invest in the

RESEARCH STATEMENT

spiritual development of their teenagers.

The purpose of this research is to further

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

understand

the

spiritual

development

of teenagers as it relates to the general
characteristics of Generation Z. Additionally,
this research would demonstrate how
design can be used to better visually
communicate

the

large

quantities

•

Who is Gen Z?

•

Why is Gen Z leaving the church?

•

What does spiritual development look
like during the adolescent years?

•

What impact does the parental
relationship have on spiritual
development?

•

What is the current state of paternal
involvement in faith development in
the home today?

•

What external sources are impacting
spiritual development?

•

What elements of design would best
reach current fathers of teenagers?

of

complex information and current research
regarding spiritual development to fathers
of teenagers in a simplified manner without
sacrificing

important

information.

This

thesis will provide resources to fathers in
an effort to help them better understand
the stages of spiritual development in their
teenagers, the needs of teenagers as they
are developing, and various methods of
engaging with their teenagers.
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CHAPTER TWO
RESEARCH
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LITERATURE
REVIEW
INTRODUCTION

UNDERSTANDING GEN Z

The following research was conducted to

Following the Millennial generation comes

investigate the problem of the increasing

the current demographic of teenagers going

numbers of Generation Z turning away from

by the title Generation Z, or Gen Z. Generation

the church upon leaving adolescence and

Z are those born in the range of 1997 and

entering adulthood, and the role that fathers

2012 (White 35). Like every generation before

specifically have in the spiritual development

them, Generation Z is defined by certain

of their teenagers in relation to this growing

attributes and characteristics that has been

trend. The purpose of this research will be

shaped by different major world events

to assist in the creating of a visual solution

and the overall cultural climate they were

to help educate and equip fathers on how

brought into. The Barna Group, a research

to best foster and encourage the spiritual

and resource institute with one of the

development of teenagers, while better

largest databases on spiritual indicators,

understanding the specific milestones of

conducted extensive studies and interviews

spiritual development of Gen Z teenagers.

to better understand the differences and

The topics that will be explored in this thesis

characteristics of Gen Z. Their findings show

are as follows:

that this highly diverse generation came
into the world during a relatively low point

•

•

An overview of the generational
characteristics of Gen Z.

in the United States both politically and

The reasons for Gen Z leaving the
church.

events of September 11th and have lived in a

•

The aspects of spiritual development
occurring during the teen years.

•

A comparison of parental impact
vs. actual trends of involvement in
spiritual development.

economically. Gen Z was born after the tragic
world where, until very recently, the United
States was constantly at war (Barna 12). The
combined events of the war overseas, high
political conflict, and the slow recovery from
the economic recession of 2008 created a
cultural sense of anxiousness, chaos, and
uncertainty that is responsible for many of
the generational characters of Gen Z (Barna
12, White 30). Growing up in the economic
climate they did, with a crashed stock market
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and some of the highest unemployment

of this generation. Their findings constitute

rates the United States had ever seen, Barna

the largest percentages in consistencies of

surveyed and found that many of the goals of

answer and found that Generation Z’s top

the generation revolve around professional

strengths include honesty, kindness, humor,

success and financial security, which is how

fairness, and judgment (Seemiller 29).

many in Gen Z define as the standard of
their happiness (12). To deal with the difficult

Another major defining characteristic of

climate that they were raised in, many of Gen

this generation that sets them apart from

Z have developed coping mechanisms that

other generations before them, is their

involve a high level of independence and a

unique relation to technology. Generation

sense of entrepreneurship for many in the

X, the parents of Generation Z, saw the

generation (White 30).

introduction of the personal computer and
remember life without access to technology.

A study conducted surveying Generation

Generation Y, or Millennials, were present

Z, asked them to define themselves based

before widespread access to cellphones

on a list of characteristics to determine

and still remember life without continuous

if the widely accepted observations of

access to the World Wide Web through

the generation aligned with their own

their smartphones. Dr. Bergler, a professor of

self classification. Dr. Seemiller, one of the

ministry at Huntington University, observed

leading experts on Generation Z, affirms that

that Gen Z is the very first generation that will

the study actually found that “more than

never know what the world was like before

70 percent identified as loyal, thoughtful,

social media, smart phones, and constant

determined, compassionate, open-minded,

access to the web (83). The Barna research

and responsible” (29). Gen Z is generally

group, along with the Impact 360 Institute,

categorized as being highly inclusive and

shows that “one of the defining influences

individualistic. They also consider themselves

on Gen Z is that they have come of age in

as being extremely open-minded to other’s

a world saturated by digital technology and

views and beliefs that are different from

mediated by mobile devices. Many admit

their own, as well as being highly aware and

to experiences of ‘nomophobia,’ a feeling of

sensitive to the feelings and experiences of

anxiety any time they are separated from

others (Barna 12).

their mobile phone” (15). This is a completely
understandable

fact

considering

recent

The VIA Institute on Character is a nonprofit

average age of a Gen Z receiving their cell

organization dedicated to helping individuals

phone is 12 years old, with over 20% of the

discover and use their character strengths

generation receiving a smart phone before

and recently focused to better understanding

the age of 10. There is some speculation on

Gen Z. Their research on 150,000 members

how the constant presence of technology has

of Generation Z is to better understand the

changed the way the younger generations

core characteristics, qualities, and strengths

will process and interact with information.
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MORAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES
OF GEN Z

Baby Boomer generation that said the same
thing (Barna 40). It is also true that “as the
offspring of mostly Gen X parents, many in

Along with the characteristics of Gen Z, there

Gen Z appear to have a complicated dynamic

are unique morals and values that are largely

with their family. They admire their parents,

observed and associated with this group.

but most don’t feel family relationships

One distinct value of Gen Z is their passion

are central to their sense of self – a major

for making a difference in the world around

departure from other generations” (Barna

them. Millennials and Gen Z are very similar

13). This is a significant departure in values

in their observed percentages of those that

from every other generation, including

volunteered on a consistent basis, marking

Millennials, that have said family was an

significant growth from any of the previous

important aspect of who they were.

generations. It was not until recently when
teenagers from Gen Z entered college, that

There are also positive aspects to Gen Z and

there is a noticeable increase in rates of

their overall contributions to the Christian

volunteerism that surpassed the Millennial

faith and healthy expectations of the church.

generation. This increase for Gen Z coincides

Along with Gen Z’s open-mindedness and

with the generational disposition for kindness

disposition for compassion for all people,

being the second highest character trait for

they are also one of the most diverse

this generation (Seemiller 279). It is also a

generations in the United States, with half

belief that Gen Z this natural predisposition

of the generation describing themselves as

for helping other people is brought on by

non-white. Because diversity is so ingrained

their entire lives being marked by particularly

into this generation’s culture and daily lives,

negative world events. In a survey conducted

they naturally tend to be much more open

by the Barna Group, large percentages of

and comfortable with diversity in religious

Gen Z say that others being open-minded,

settings, even to the point of that being a

ending discrimination against other human-

non-negotiable characteristic of the church

beings, and loving all people were how they

that they attend (Barna 105). Along with their

wanted their generation to make a different

concern and compassion for other people,

in the world (179).

another observation is that Gen Z is one of
the most empathetic generations and has

On the opposite end, there has been a major

a high tolerance in religious settings for sin,

observed shift in some moral stances and

meaning they are more prone to forgiveness

views that for years were considered pretty

and tolerance of others (106). This generation

standard views amongst every generation.

also tends to volunteer more within a church

One notable example is that only 34% of

setting, keeping in line with their natural

Gen Z teenagers believe that telling a lie is

tendency and desire to make the world a

wrong, when compared to the 64% of the

better place. Unfortunately, there has also
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been a negative shift observed in overall
church attendance, practice, views, and
expectations. Dr. White, pastor and president

WHY GEN Z IS LEAVING
THE CHURCH

of Gordan-Cornwell Theological Seminary,

Along with the increasing number of

found the following information to be true

teenagers from Gen Z claiming no church

regarding the increasing number of “nones,,”

affiliation, there also an increasing number

a term being used to describe those who

of this generation that grew up regularly

have never attended church in their life:

attending organized religious services, that
are leaving the Church with no intention of

A recent survey of thirty-five thousand

coming back. About 60% of Gen Z teenagers

Americans by the Pew Research Center

that affirm some faith in God and with 42%

found that the rise of the “nones” has grown

regularly attending church, but during the

to encompass 23 percent of America’s

formative teenage years something happens

adults. This means that nearly one out

that turns off many to religion and the

of every four adults in the United States,

church. 78% of those from Gen Z still believe

when asked about their religious identity,

in the existence of God but only 41 % actually

would say “nothing.” Further, many who

attend a weekly service (White 36).

were once in church are now leaving it.
About 19 percent of Americans would call

The number of Gen Z teenagers regularly

themselves “former” Christians. (9)

attending church is steadily decreasing over
time as they chose to leave. For many the

Gen Z teenagers aged 13-18 are currently

actions of the church seem to contradict

twice as likely to say that they are atheist,

their own teachings and oppose the general

when compared to adults who gave the

values that define Gen Z. For Gen Z who

same answer. Only three in five would

is considered to be extremely inclusive,

identify themselves as Christian, whereas

they see the church as being exclusive

two out of three adults would affirm the

and marginalizing minority groups (Barna

same (Barna 14). Another study from

179). They are of the opinion that churches

2017 found that Gen Z that believe in an

that promote social just issues but exclude

afterlife had gone down 10-15% from the

particular groups of people that have varying

previous Millennial generation (Bergler 79).

views from their religious ceremonies and

Researchers theorize that this trend will

ways of life are hypocritical.

only continue and numbers of Generation Z
leaving the church or having no faith. Overall,

One study by the Public Religion Research

across every generation, there is a steady

Institute presents the following on reasons

decrease of those who affiliate themselves as

why Gen Z is leaving the church. They say

Christian, but some academics refer to Gen

that 82% were leaving because the church or

Z as the truly first post-Christian generation.

congregation is focusing too much on politics,

14 | Next Gen

while 70% of young people indicate the
reason was that there is negative treatment

or in some instances dismissed from their
faith community.

of the LGBTQ community (Seemiller 177).
With most Gen Z holding a more liberal
stance on social issues, many are simply
leaving churches that hold conservative
values. After conducting different studies,
Josh Packard who is the Executive Director
at the Springtide Research Institute, said the
following on why Gen Z is leaving the church:

For teenagers that have a lot of questions
and doubts about faith that naturally come
as a result of the development going on
inside of them and the ability to comprehend
more abstract thoughts, a place is needed to
process what is going on inside of their brains.
However, this inability to talk and share when
they may disagree with some theological

They’re done with church. They’re tired

doctrine or specific actions of their church,

and fed up with the church. They’re

without the fear of some reprisal from

dissatisfied with the structure, social

spiritual leaders ultimately creates a barrier

message, and politics of the institutional

for Gen Z with the church which also extends

church, and they’ve decided they and

to their relationship with God (Packard, Being

their spiritual lives are better off lived

Done 507). If teenagers can’t safely process

outside of organized religion. As one of

those questions in one of the most pivotal

our respondents put it, “I guess the church

moments in their spiritual development

just sort of churched the church out of me”

within the confines of their faith community

(Church Refugees, 1-2).

without fear of consequences, they will look
to other sources for those answers.

THE CHURCH AS AN
UNSAFE SPACE
One of the primary reasons that the Barna
Group observes why Gen Z is leaving church
is because they view the “church to be antiscience, overprotective, filled with hypocrites
and an unsafe place to express doubt” (61).
Again, understanding that Gen Z consider
themselves to be a very open-minded
generation, there is an obvious frustration
that naturally occurs when they feel like
they are not in a place where they can share
doubts, fears, and questions regarding

With the widespread access to smartphones,
teenagers now have immediate access at
their fingertips to find the answers they are
looking for regarding spiritual matters from
a variety of unverified sources with a wide
range of views that in many cases conflict
with what the church teaches. Without a safe
space, the ideals of teenagers that are being
cemented in this period of their spiritual
development influenced by what technology
and mainstream media are communicating,
are causing them to choose to leave the
church.

their faith without being ostracized by faith
leaders or others in the church community,
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SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT OF
TEENAGERS

sense used here, even extends beyond
religious faith. Understood in this more
inclusive sense, faith may be characterized as

The development that happens in the

an integral, centering process underlying the

teenage years, are some of the most pivotal

formation of the beliefs, values, and meanings

and influential regarding spirituality as they

that (1) gives coherence and direction to

transition into adulthood (Good 35). Surveys

persons’ lives; (2) links them in shared trusts

and research conducted by Najmi of Isfahan

and loyalties with others; (3) grounds their

University of Medical Sciences, point to the

personal stances and communal loyalties in

following on why development is so critical

a sense of relatedness to a larger frame of

in the teenager years:

reference; and (4) enables them to face and
deal with the challenges of human life and

This period is associated with significant

death, relying on that which has the quality

intellectual, physical, and psychological

of ultimacy in their lives” (17).

changes. It is a crucial period due to the
fact that they make choices which could

Along with the other various types of

influence the rest of their lives. They try

development

for obtaining both independence and

or are actively contributing to spiritual

social life as a member of a large peer

development, teenagers are at risk for

group. Evidence indicated that comparing

developing ideologies, theological views, and

with other ages, adolescents experience

other attributes that will affect who they are

more storm and stress. They are more

for the rest of their lives and how they make

susceptible for the development of mood

decisions. McNamara, the Associate Dean for

and psychosocial disorders. Although they

Social Sciences at Loyola University Maryland,

engage in different individual activities

explains that one of the major events is

for obtaining independency, it is well

the development that starts in the early

established that different familial factors

teenage years (311). “By the time individuals

could be effective in their choices and

enter adulthood, therefore, many of their

consequently on their personal and social

ideological commitments may be fairly well

development and well-being” (1).

established. These studies are relevant for

that

are

also

happening

our purposes because young adults’ major
This period of adolescence “is associated

decisions such as choice of career or a spouse

with one of the leading theorists on faith

may often be related to their ideological

development, James Fowler, explains the

commitments. For example, young people

importance of spiritual development even

tend to select marriage partners who are

in relating to general spiritual development,

similar to themselves in terms of social

and not only an exclusively Christian faith

class, religion, personality, intelligence, and

stance. Fowler stresses that “faith, in the

educational plans” (Good 35). Various studies
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also show that the struggles that many
adults have with spiritual development later
in their lives, typically can be attributed to

SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
IN RELATION TO OTHER
ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

different issues or negative relationships
surrounding their faith-based community

In much research, spiritual development is

that deeply impacted them as a child or

in many ways a culmination of other types

adolescent (Fowler 22).

of adolescent development, with each
having their own various effects on the

When it comes to understanding both

overall outcome of spiritual development

the specifics and overall importance of

(Smith 308). Even though spirituality can be

spiritual development, there are a few

a vague concept to study in an academic

points that must first be considered. Smith

and research capacity, there are also various

explains that when it comes to spiritual

illustrations of spiritual awareness that mirror

development, one must have some basic

the stages of psychosocial development

understanding of the other development

of Erikson. Clea McNeely of Johns Hopkins

that is taking place in the life of a teenager,

Bloomberg School of Public Health, explains

because it is all connected to spiritual

that the metacognition that is developing is

development (310). Human development

what now allows teenagers to think about

and spiritual development are not separate

how they feel and consider the emotions of

processes. Academics affirm the spiritual

others and leads to an increase of thinking

development is different than both cognitive

about other’s perception of themselves (22).

development and psychosocial development

Another similarity is found in the importance

but having a child experiencing a healthy

of relationships where the love and support

psychological process of development is

of parents provide children with the ability

important for overall spiritual development

to have a spiritual relationship and spiritual

and

God

trust (311). This stage of spiritual development

(Stonehouse 63; Scott 122). When it comes

closely mirrors the psychosocial development

to the importance of spiritual development,

of looking for individuality and identity. This

many

that

age demographic has a strong desire to

the teenage years are the most pivotal for

figure out who they are, what they believe,

development. Adolescents may be more

and become independent from parental

likely than children or adults to (a) engage

and authority figures, especially the later

in spiritual exploration, (b) have a spiritual

into adolescence they go and come closer to

conversion or commitment experience, and

adulthood (Steen 11). This also marks the point

(c) make spiritual commitments that endure

in their life when they are developmentally

throughout the life span” (Good 35).

capable of having and maintaining their

the

child’s

academics

relationship

generally

with

agree

own personal relationship with God that
aligns with the need for adolescence when
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they are looking for meaning and purpose

that they participate in that relationship

in their lives (Steen 11). Outside of their own

by demonstrating love, justice, or mercy to

self-awareness, this also causes individuals

others. Dr. Cartwright with the department

to be consumed by what others think

of Psychology from Christopher Newport

of them, a skill initially developed in the

University, explains that although their focus

second stage of psychosocial development,

has shifted to abstract principles, these

and overshadowing what they may feel

individuals still view their relationship to

about themselves (Erikson, Identity 128).

God as contingent on their own behavior”

This putting of the perception of external

(218). Piaget observed in his own studies that

relationships

self-evaluated

with this new cognitive ability of being able

perceptions is why healthy trust must be

to think more abstractly, teenagers are now

established, especially within the family

able to come up with concrete solutions

and parental units. The outcomes of these

to hypothetical problems, meaning they

relationship could be and typically are what

are able to come to conclusions on moral,

define an individual’s perception of their own

philosophical, ethical, social, political, and

identity in the adolescent years. This identity

religious issues (Piaget 136). Cartwright said

also extends to how they see their relation to

the following based on her own research:

higher

than

religious institutions, belief systems, and the
…they are finally capable of reasoning

own personal relationship with God.

logically about abstract notions. At this
When it comes to cognitive development

level of spiritual development, individuals

in relation to spiritual development, a

should begin to consider the abstract

major focus point in adolescence is the

principles that govern the behaviors

formation operation level of reasoning of

on which they focused in the concrete

cognitive development. In this stage there

operational mode of thought. Rather than

are three main areas where experts have

focusing on specific behaviors, individuals

observed development in reasoning skills,

at this level may focus, instead, on the

abstract thinking skills, and metacognition

abstract principles that underlie the

(McNeely 21-22). When teenagers move into

behaviors. For example, they may focus

this formal operational level of reasoning,

on benevolence or love for humanity

the brain is finally starting to be able to

rather than the specific act of giving to

understand

the needy (218).

and

comprehend

abstract

thoughts (Piaget 136, Cartwright 218). “Their
focus may merely turn from concrete

These

behaviors to abstract principles like love,

are what form the basis for understanding

justice, and mercy. In seeking to explain

the spiritual development in teenagers and

and ensure their relationship to a Higher

specifically the Synthetic Conventional Faith

Power, these individuals may understand

stage theorized and popularized by James
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major

theories

on

development

Fowler (Steen 8). Because of the significant

One of the main influences on spiritual

physical and psychological growth observed

development in the Synthetic Conventional

by both Piaget and Erikson, Fowler asserts

Faith stage is relationships. Because of the

that the senses must be engaged and

ability to understand more abstract concepts,

developed to establish that trust that will

there is a noticeable shift in how an individual

eventually translate to the trust the child will

is now able to relate to and develop their

hopefully have in God one day in the future (18).

relationship with God, a being that, while
not abstract, is not a physical being and falls
into the category of abstract thought and

SYNTHETIC CONVENTIONAL
FAITH

belief (Eisenstein 652, Fowler 38). Cartwright
explains that “rather than focusing on how
they can maintain a relationship with God

The stage of spiritual development that

through the behavioral administration of

happens during the teenage years is the

love or mercy to others (a unidirectional and

Synthetic Conventional Faith. The newfound

limited conception), individuals at the post-

ability to understand more complex and

formal level see that these abstract principles

abstract

spiritual

are unifying forces in the vast connectedness

ideology and faith-based relationships. Up

between self, others, and a Higher Power”

until this point in spiritual development,

(218). This is generally accepted as being

children and adolescents generally base

when an actual and lasting relationship with

their beliefs on those around them, typically

God is formed. Fowler also observed that an

within their own immediate family unit, and

adolescents’ own personal view of God is

do not spend much time critically thinking

generally defined and shaped by the quality

and testing their beliefs. As they move later

of love, understanding, and support that

in adolescence and confidence in abstract

they receive during this time of development

thinking grows, there is an increase of

(39-40). The importance of this stage of

testing and questioning of spiritual beliefs,

spiritual development does not negate the

even ones that they have held for their entire

spiritual experiences that a younger child

lives. This testing is crucial to the spiritual

has, but from a cognitive perspective, when

faith because it is what makes it possible

the brain is developed enough to rationalize

for someone to believe in and accept a

and better personalize the relationship with

divine being, but depending on the events

God with being able to feel love in a more

and relationships that happen during this

comprehensive way (Cartwright 652).

thoughts

extends

to

development, can be the catalyst for spiritual
formation determining beliefs contrary to
the truth or what the faith community of
their childhood has accepted (Fowler 152).
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The other relationship that is significant to

explicit formulations. At this stage, an

spiritual development of teenagers is their

individual’s

horizontal relations with those around them,

lived and asserted; only gradually does it

meaning family, friends, and their faith

become a matter of critical and reflective

community. The brain development that

articulation (22).

ideology

or

worldview

is

happens around the synthetic conventional
faith stage is what allows teenagers to look

Due to the brain’s new ability to understand

outside of themselves and consider the

more abstractly, the hyper awareness of

emotions of other people (McNeely 22). This

social relationships and the impact they have

ability has proven to be very strong for Gen

on one’s faith, and the nearing of adulthood

Z, whose sense of helping others and open-

and solidifying the religious understanding

mindedness is a significant character trait,

and perceptions that one has, the teenager

along with their aptitude for volunteerism.

years are some of the most important to

The potential negative side that comes

spirituality and must be understood and

with the higher awareness of others is that

leveraged by the groups of people that have

higher value is placed on the perception

the most spiritual influence in teenagers.

of how peers and family feel about self.
Maree explains in relation to psychosocial
development and the social relationships
that “as they are nearing the end of trying

PARENTAL RELATION TO
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT

to discover who they are as an individual,
continued encouragement and support of

When it comes to the development of

other significant individuals in their lives does

children,

establish their identity or creates identity

parents are one of the most significant

confusion (1111). Fowler expands upon the

influences on the overall outcome and

importance of relationships and the forming

formation of values and perceptions of faith

of values one will have as an adult:

in their children. Research shows in various

spiritual

being

no

exception,

studies that there is a connection between
During

this

attachments

stage,

beliefs,

develop

values,

parent and child religious behaviors and

and

that parents, through their own actions, help

elements of personal style that link them

to socialize their children to their spiritual

in ‘‘con-forming’’ (forming with) relations

beliefs and practices, even throughout later

with the most significant others among

adolescence (McNamara 314-15, Wagani 341,

their peers, family, and other nonfamily

Nel 2). Even in a world of access to infinite

adults. Identity, beliefs, and values are

information and wider spread influences,

strongly felt, even when they contain

family remains the most important system

contradictory elements; however, they

for development, largely because of the

tend to be espoused in tacit rather than

history and relational development that
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to

youths

happens in a child’s earlier life (Najmi 1). One

actively prayed more of their own accord

study conducted by Abdullah showed that

(Heaven 94). Heaven also explains that

teenagers generally shared similar moral and

“authoritative parents who practice a warm

spiritual values as their parents signifying

and democratic parenting style, yet also set

the

desired

firm boundaries within which behavior is to

spiritual values that parents wish to be

occur, provide their children with a similar

instilled in teenagers (477). Some academics,

model of what God is like and hence increase

including Smith, make similar conclusions

the possibility that children raised in such

on consistent parent involvement in spiritual

families will adopt religious values” (98).

development:

Additionally, the lower the levels of conflict

importance

of

portraying

amongst parents and their children and the
In the area of family relations, not only

more cohesive the relationship of the family

has parental religiosity been linked with

was, coincided with greater religious activity

higher levels of parental involvement in

and lower external and internal problems

and overall health of family interactions,

amongst teenagers (Brody 703, Smith 28).

there is also fairly consistent evidence that
higher levels of church attendance and

The

religiosity are typically associated with

development is significant on teenagers,

more pro-family attitudes and religious

and in many cases, the religious values

family values, while declining religious

of teenagers closely relate to that of their

commitment is found to be correlated

parents. The three greatest influences on

with attitudes skeptical of family life (18).

a teenager’s religious affiliation as they

influence

of

parents

on

spiritual

transit into adulthood are that parents have
Another significant factor in impact on

direct involvement in were shared spiritual

spiritual development is parenting styles or

theology, participating in religious practices

typologies. Najmi affirms that the methods

and services, and actively engaging with

that parents use in dealing with their

the same religious community (Wagani

children are so pivotal, in many instances,

341). In a study where tens of thousands of

and can determine the overall health and

phone calls were made and hundreds of in-

quality of the development that takes place

person interview surveying teenagers and

in adolescence (7). One of the major variables

their parents, Smith argues that the most

on study was the self-esteem of teenagers

influential social influence on their spiritual

that were typically associated with the level

lives are set because of what has been

of authoritative parenting. Teenagers that

modeled by parents (56).

regarded themselves as having higher selfesteem were found to have significantly
higher

beliefs

in

God,

more

regularly

attended some type of religious service, and
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non-religious affiliation (118). It was found that

CURRENT TRENDS IN
PATERNAL INVOLVEMENT

amongst 3,000 Protestant teenagers have
conversations regarding faith and spiritual
matters almost 2.5 times more often with

Academic

research

shows

that

parent

their mothers than they do with their fathers

involvement in the spiritual development of

(Boyatzis et al. 302). Executive Director of the

their children is important. In various surveys

Fuller Youth Institute, Dr. Powell, says the

and studies done on religious parents to

following about her own research regarding

gauge their understanding of the role they

parental involvement:

play, they largely affirmed that parents
generally value spiritual development as

According

to

the

Search

Institute’s

a high priority. The research group Barna

nationwide study of 11,000 teenagers from

found that more than nine out of ten parents

561 congregations across 6 denominations,

say that it is important for their child to

12 percent of youth have a regular dialogue

grow up in the Christian church and are

with their mom on faith/life issues. In other

active participants in religious activities and

words, one out of eight kids talks with

practices (82). Even though the importance

Mom about faith. Its fair lower for dads.

is understood, the research conducted on

One out of twenty, or 5 percent, of kids

parents and paternal involvement shows

have regular faith/life conversations with

something else.

Dad. One additional interesting statistic:
Approximately 9 percent of teenagers

In a survey of youth pastors, Barna found

engage in regular reading of the Bible and

that 68% communicate that their biggest

devotions with their families. So not even

struggle in their ministry was that parent’s

one out of ten teenagers look at Scripture

do not actively prioritize and engage in their

with their parents. When it comes to

teenager’s spiritual development (80). When

matters of faith, mum’s usually the word at

it came to talking about healthy media and

home. (117-118).

social media use, something that is quite
prevalent in the lives of Gen Z, it was found

Regarding the involvement of fathers, this is

that only 41% of parents had actually

especially concerning when understanding

initiated some type of conversation on the

that there are many adults that have cited

topic (80). When it came to looking at the

the negative or lack of relationship with their

difference between maternal and paternal

fathers contributing to their own negative

involvement in spiritual development, a

feelings about God, the ultimate and divine

national study was conducted. Powell

Father (Nel 6).

argues

that

Christians

are

less

likely

to talk with their teenagers about any

There are a few reasons that studies show as

uncomfortable topics than any other faith or

to why these percentages of involvement are
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higher than previous generations. The reason

X parents are making the conscious effort

found is that parents generally just do not

to not be what many would call “helicopter

feel comfortable having those conversations

parents,” or parents that hover and over-

and that they are largely unprepared to

protect their children (White 36, Barna 106).

answer questions, even when it comes to the

Gen X saw the Baby Boomer generation take

most basic and foundational beliefs about

a “helicopter” approach to parenting the

Christianity (Barna 84-85). Powell argues

Millennial generation and attribute this style

that even in these those that do have regular

of parenting as a negative one. White argues

spiritual conversations, the vast majority

there are positives to not being a “helicopter

of parents only ask basic questions about

parent.” Gen Z live in an “environment in a day

religious involvement instead of having

of sexting and Facebook, bullying in school,

more in-depth conversations about faith and

and Internet porn, cutting and hooking

religion(118). This lack of conversation and

up. When children need to be protected as

willingness to address tough questions has

never before, they are met with a parenting

been a huge turnoff to religion for Gen Z as

culture that is less protective than at any

a whole.

other time in recent history” (39). Taking into
consideration these three reasons for Gen

Another reason is that Generation X, the

X’s lack of involvement in their teenager’s

generation the majority of parents of Gen

spiritual development, Gen Z has been forced

Z belong to, have trouble balancing their

to adapt and been very self-directed when it

work and home life (Barna 105-106). As of

comes to their own spiritual development

2017, the Pew Research Center found that

and looking to other influences.

Generation X still made up 33% of the United
States workforce, meaning that many in the
generation are still working full-time (Fry).
Gen X is one of the early generations where

MEDIA EFFECT ON
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT

women were largely part of the workforce,
but generally fathers still are the vast majority

One of the greatest modern influences on

that are still part of the workforce that also

the overall shaping of Gen Z has been the

have children. Generation X values work and

widespread use of technology allowing

home life balance, but increased pressures

constant access to information through the

of professionals in today’s workforce make

World Wide Web. With many of Gen Z feeling

separating work and home more difficult.

like they are in a religious organization
that punished doubt and opposing views

The final reason various studies have found

and having parents that generally are

as to the disconnect between parents and

more uninvolved and unavailable to walk

teenagers, and why Gen Z is so much more

them through pivotal questions they are

independent than previous ones is that Gen

having about their beliefs during spiritual
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development, they are turning to the closest
available resource they have. Media has

CONCLUSION

generally always played some role in the
religious development of teenagers, but this

The research that was conducted in this

has only continued to become the social

thesis shows that the spiritual development

norm (McNamara 316, Fowler 38). The media

that happens during the teenage years are

that is influencing spiritual development

pivotal in determining the overall spiritual

includes movies, music, the personal views

values when they enter adulthood. While

of celebrities that are posted on social media

parents have the greatest potential for

platforms, and popular TV shows are shaping

influence over the spiritual development,

the religious views of many. Another recent

research and surveys have shown that,

introduction to everyday life is social media.

especially in the case of fathers, there is a lack

Currently 2 in 3 members of Gen Z says that

of involvement. With the natural questions

they cannot live without YouTube, which

and doubts that come up for teenagers

has become a primary source of education

during this stage of spiritual development,

and learning (Seemiller 45). Social media

along with some of the major defining

also plays a huge role in how Gen Z see

characteristics and values of Gen Z, they are

themselves and others around them. 42%

turning to other mainstream media driven

of Gen Z admitted to social media having a

sources that range in ideology and are

direct influence on how they see themselves

outside of any religious setting to define the

(32). Social media has also become a primary

values and morals they will have as an adult.

avenue for emotional support for teenagers

While the church is also failing to provide a

in this generation. One study conducted

safe place for this to happen, the impact that

found that 70% of teenagers had received

fathers have on the spiritual lives of their

emotional support through some form of

teenagers is far greater and demands much

social media when they were going through

greater focus.

a particularly tough time in their life (50).
Paired with the distant parenting approach

To

of many Gen X parents, the amount of

involved in the spiritual development of

social media consumption, pornography

their teenagers, the deliverables will have

consumption,

mass

a few distinct purposes. The first purpose

acceptance of teenage sexting is greatly

will be to educate fathers on what happens

affecting the spiritual development of Gen Z.

and the different milestones of spiritual

cyber-bullying,

and

assist

father's

in

becoming

more

development. Fathers need to understand
that their teenagers currently feel unsafe to
ask questions that are completely normal
in this season of their lives. As they are also
becoming adults who will be completely
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independent

and

forming

their

own

beliefs, they need acceptance but also
independence so they feel more prepared
as an adult. For dads who are not already
actively engaged in their teen's spiritual
development, the deliverables will also
provide ideas and resources for building
relational bridges and create opportunities
for more faith related conversations. All
deliverables created will also be created to
easily fit and be incorporated into the busy
lives of Generation X dads.
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VISUAL RESEARCH
ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

GRID STRUCTURE

There are many crucial design elements that

The deliverables for this thesis will include a

make a successful design strategy. These

lot of lengthy text with complex information,

design principles are what will be used to

but

create the final deliverables for this thesis

without losing the necessary messaging

and analyze similar resources and projects

of the project. In order for all of the various

that currently exist. Projects that do not

elements to work together in harmony, a

adhere to widely accepted design principles

grid system must be utilized for the various

can lead to ones that can negatively affect

layouts to ensure structure and visual

the message and research that is being

interest and “provide structure and regularity

presented and not have the desired call to

to a piece of communication” (Graver et. al

action of the target audience.

130). Keeping a layout organized with a lot

must

also

create

visual

interest

of complex information can be difficult, but
The main elements of design, as it relates to

grid systems keep designers accountable to

this thesis, that will be explored are as follows:

communicating effectively. Graver continued

grids and layouts, hierarchy, typography,

to explain grid systems and their effects on

illustration,

layout with the following:

and

color

theory.

Each

of

these elements work both individually
and together to create memorable and

When a graphic designer – whose primary

impactful design. This research will look

goal is to communicate effectively – is faced

at each of these design principles to

with the making the complicated easily

understand how they affect overall design

understood and the conceptual visually

and communication. With the audience

realized, it becomes obvious that layouts

of the proposed deliverables being current

and grids are the most basic and important

fathers of teenagers, all design aesthetics will

tools to utilize. Putting information in a

be created to appeal to Generation X men,

hierarchy, groups, or columns, or utilizing

using their sense of nostalgia for imagery

any of the many layout and grid tools

along with masculine design aesthetic.

available, helps us, as graphic designers,
design in a clear and useful way. We can
embellish our designs and make them
more appealing, and therefore draw the
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reader in by incorporating fonts and colors
and images. (10).

VISUAL HIERARCHY

Due to the complex nature of child and teen

Visual hierarchy in design is what controls

development and parenting strategies, the

how viewers experience design. “Visual

final deliverable must utilize a grid structure

hierarchy controls the delivery and impact

to communicate the information as clearly

of a message. Without hierarchy, graphic

as possible. With the proposed deliverables,

communication is dull and difficult to

there will not just be text that dominates

navigate” (Lupton et al. 314). Utilizing different

the page, even though there will be much

compositional factors such as size, scale,

text included. Illustration, images, symbols,

color, proximity, whitespace, and alignment,

charts, and other graphic elements will be

can drastically change the information

used to enhance the information. With these

being communicated and controls what

additional elements being utilized to further

viewers will ultimately get out of a design

communicate with the target audience, a

project. “Hierarchy can be simple or complex,

grid system will allow for maximum flexibility

rigorous or loose, flat or highly articulated.

and strategic placement of these elements

Regardless of approach, hierarchy employs

instead of just “relying wholly on arbitrary

clear marks of separation to signal a change

or whimsical judgments” (Lupton et al.

from one level to another” (314). Successful

427). With the large amounts of information

use of hierarchy will act as a guide to the

that need to be organized, a grid system

target audience. It will point out what

will be implemented so that no important

information is important, breaks in content,

information is omitted from the final

and guiding the eyes to the next sections of

solutions. This will also ensure all space is

information. Hierarchy works in tandem with

utilized, but not in a way that overwhelms

the grid system, by arranging and making

the viewers. Lupton continues to present

adjustment to elements that fit within the

that “the grid imparts a similarly democratic

established grid system of a particular layout.

character to page and screen. By marking
space into numerous equal units, the grid

The balance and order created by an

makes the entire surface available for use;

effective hierarchy is navigational, yet

the edges become as important as the

also serves to draw relationships among

center. Grids help designers create active,

areas of content without being intrusive.

asymmetrical compositions in place of static,

This is established through a number of

centered ones” (427-428). The structure also

compositional factors such as scale, space,

allows for uniqueness in the layouts, but

position, typography, and color. While any

uniformity in their relation to one another.

one of these techniques can establish a
rudimentary hierarchy within a layout,
most frequently, the relationships among
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elements using a combination of these

and comprehension. Armstrong adds that

techniques is the most visually compelling.

“good typographic practices can help ensure

Contrast, in all forms, is key in establishing

visually engaging and easily accessible text

hierarchy. It is this relationship between

areas” all the while utilizing different tools

elements that gives them importance”

and techniques to make text visually more

(Graver et al 70).

interesting.. Since the primary audience
for these deliverables are generation X

Since the information being presented on

fathers, typeface choices that are made

spiritual development will be fairly complex,

will be bolder and more masculine in their

hierarchy will be crucial for making sure that

structure. Thin and more scripted typefaces

dads who are viewing the deliverables can

will not be utilized since they are more

easily follow the information in the order it

feminine in nature. All textual elements will

is intended to be consumed. The elements

need to work with any included images

of hierarchy will also help keep layouts

and illustrations within the grid system that

dynamic, and through use of contrast, keep

will be established a visually appealing and

things visually interesting.

engaging layout without losing legibility
and flow.

TYPOGRAPHY

ILLUSTRATION

Emil Ruder said that “has one plain duty

Illustration is another design tool that

before it and that is to convey information

branches into many mediums of design. In

in writing. No argument or consideration

a text heavy design, the background can be

can absolve typography from this duty. A

seen as unimportant to the casual viewer.

printed work that cannot be read becomes

Graphic designers can use the space to

a product without purpose. More than

bring visual interest to a page that has a lot

graphic design, typography is an expression

of text to help engage the viewer. “Graphic

of technology, precision, and good order”

designers often seek a balance between

(qtd. in Armstrong). Typography is another

figure and ground, using this relationship

critical design component that must be

to bring energy and order to form and

given special consideration when creating

space. They build contrasts between form

the overall visual aesthetic because of its

and counterform in order to construct

abilities to communicate the message

icons, illustrations, logos, compositions, and

legibly or not. Since the final deliverables for

patterns that stimulate the eye and mind”

this thesis will include a lot of text to convey

(Lupton et al. 218). Illustrations serve multiple

the research that was done, the text must

purposes

utilize typefaces that allow for easy reading

accompanying text to give further context or
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in

communication,

by

either

explanation to words and helping a type grid

make other things disappear (camouflage).

system feel fresh and new on each page, or

Color serves to differentiate and connect,

communicate information where words are

to highlight and to hide” (Lupton et al. 171).

not needed, as seen with iconography and

There are a range of emotions that come

symbology. These images and illustrations

with parenting that must be considered

will be used to symbolize and visually

when making color selections. On top of

represent the concepts being presented in

the different categorization of sections,

the deliverables but will draw on nostalgia

there are emotional states of the target

for Generation X fathers from their own

audience that must be considered and the

teenager years. Illustrations will be very

desired emotional state as the end result of

reflective of the 80’s decade, when most of

viewing the final visual solutions must be

Generation X were teenagers but presented

reflected in the color choices that are made.

in a more modern style.

For the deliverables, colors will be selected
that are reminiscent of the teenager years
of Generation X fathers, with the primary

COLOR THEORY

colors used still being masculine in their
composition.

“Color has a tendency to create the most
impact on viewers over any other design
element… It can tie elements together either
visually or emotionally, or it can provide a
structural framework for the substance of
the piece” (Grave 168). The correct use of
color can serve many purposes for overall
design. This thesis covers many topics of
development as it regards different age
ranges. Color can help tie elements together
and separate different sections helping make
distinction for viewers. This is a useful tool
both to separate sections and unify across
multiple layouts or even divide sections of
different categorizations on the same layout.
“Color can convey a mood, describe reality,
or codify information. Words like “gloomy,”
“drab,” and “glittering” each bring to mind
a general climate of colors, a palette of
relationships. Designers use color to make
some things stand out (warning signs) and to
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VISUAL AND CONTENT
ANALYSIS
Further research was conducted in the form

common concern when dealing with this

of visual analysis and case studies to identify

topic. The project itself took 30 months of

current resources that are available on the

study, research, debates, and refining with

topic of child and teen development. Text

the team that was involved in putting this

exclusive books were not part of this study,

together. Along with Reggie and Kristen,

but rather projects that utilized other graphic

other contributors have many years of

elements to enhance overall visual aesthetic

experience working with the age groups that

and support the provided text.

were being researched, so there was a level of
personal experience and expertise that had

IT’S JUST A PHASE
One of the largest non-profits, religious
organizations that has made it their primary
mission to train churches on how to best
care and disciple children and teenagers is
Orange. The organization was founded by
Reggie Joiner, who was joined by Kristen Ivy,
the current President of Orange, to provide a
resource specifically for church and ministry
leaders with the purpose of having a greater
impact on the lives the next generation they
work with. The research that was done is
a culmination of years of experience from
church leaders and psychological research
using studies conducted by psychological
and medical institutions. Parents are not the
target audience, but there are sections that
they could still benefit from.
One of the challenges in the conducting
of this project was the large amount of
research that is available on this topic, a
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to be combed through since there is a variety
of experiences depending on geographic,
cultural, and socioeconomic factors. With so
much research available, being selective with
the information being presented without
it becoming an overwhelming amount of
information for the target audience was
difficult.
The

final

solution

has

some

definite

strengths and weaknesses. One of the
strengths include that the researchers did a
great job of breaking down the information
they found and keeping only what they
deemed relevant and provided the basic
overview stated in their goal. Visually, the
same colors are used throughout the entire
project; orange, yellow, red, green, and a very
dark blue, with a black also used for much of
the body text and some of the illustrations
and charts. For the most part the colors
do work very well and keep things visually
interesting and dynamic. The layout for

each page is unique and does not follow the
same standard principles of a primary textheavy book, but for this project works well
because of the illustrations that are used to
accompany the text. One concern with these
unique layouts would be that it would be
too different and foreign for readers to make
sense of, but the designers did an incredible
job of keeping each layout fresh and new
from other pages, but still easy to follow the

“It’s Just a Phase” Cover

direction and flow of text.
There was one main weakness observed
in the project dealing with the structure of
the content. The breakdown of the some
of the later phases were too broken down,
especially considering many researchers
tend to group older children together in their
development stages. This approach, while

Inside “It’s Just a Phase”

understandable in a church setting where
grades are typically separated, left very little
room for error and assuming every child and
teenager develops the exact same rate.
Overall, this project was done very well
considering Orange is a pioneer in how
they approach their mission of training
church leaders and ministry leaders. The
organization also has accompanying apps,

Inside “It’s Just a Phase”

websites, blogs, and other print materials
that accompany this project nicely. Complex
information is simplified and presented in a
highly stylized way that was generally easy
to follow. While this was specifically targeted
towards church and ministry leaders, the
structure and design of content is a great
model for how content can be delivered on
child development.
Inside “It’s Just a Phase”
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THE HAPPY CHILD

sections well. All the illustrations follow the
same aesthetics with color. The background

The Happy Child is a project that was

is primarily muted colors while the subjects

conducted as a partnership between two

are more saturated, allowing them to stand

different organizations, The American Society

out through contrast. The app uses the same

for the Positive Care of Children (American

sans serif typeface for all the text, body copy

SPCC)

Improvement

and headers alike, using different weights

Project. The Human Improvement Project

and colors to distinguish headers and other

is a 501(c)(3) non-profit research institution

sections. The app is very clean in its overall

whose mission is to fund programs that

design and is mapped very intentionally for

show strong scientific evidence of having the

ease of navigation for the user.

and

the

Human

largest impact on children. The American
Society for the Positive Care of Children

Seeing the style that was chosen for a visual

is another national 501(c)(3) organization

solution where the subject matter is very

whose mission is also to do whatever it takes

similar and the targeted demographic and

to improve the quality of lives of children in

audience is identical, will ultimately help with

the United States.

making the visual aesthetic decisions for my
own project. In addition, seeing the way the

The purpose of this joint project was to bring

information is organized in a way that is so

together the leading research and findings

easy to consume will be helpful with making

on the topics of Psychology, Neuroscience

sure to remember the target audience and

and Pediatrics and put them all together in

creating deliverables that will be easily

an easy to digest format for parents. Their

utilized in their already busy lives.

rationale is that if parents are provided more
information and better understand the
science behind why their children behave
in certain ways, the parents will provide
better parenting which will affect the overall
quality of the child's life. The research itself
is presented through an online website and
mobile application.
In the mobile app,a stylistically simplistic
vector illustrations are used to visually
represent

each

lesson.

These

are

not

necessary for the information that is covered
in the different section but are very visually
appealing and complement the text and
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PATHWAYS.ORG

Pathways.org is a non-profit organization
that exists to “provide tools to maximize all
children’s motor, sensory, and communication
development.” They support their overall
mission by working with parents to empower
and equip them with the knowledge they
need to understand and encourage their
child’s development so that they stay on
track of their overall development. This also
serves to help parents see any potential
warning signs that their child may have
developmental issues and allows them to
take action and get support or professional
“The Happy Child” App

assistance. All of the findings that they
publish

in

their

resources,

both

print

and web, are supported by the American
Academic of Pediatric findings and vetted
by other medical professionals and Medical
Roundtables. The resources they publish can
be accessed both digitally and physically.
Because the information is very content
and text heavy, including the scientific and
psychological research that was conducted,
there is a lot of reading that is done for the
targeted audience. For the digital resources,
users can look this up on a computer, tablet,
or mobile device to view the information.
Included are articles for reading, checklists
that can be printed, and video resources.
For the web and mobile versions, the vast
number of resources are relatively easy
“The Happy Child” App

to navigate. The information is generally
kept structured according to the different
age ranges categorized by Pathways.org.
Physical copies of their research can be
ordered in the form of information brochures
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that contain milestones for different ages,
checklists, and other important information
on development. The digital version is
legible, but would have benefited from
creating an exclusively digital version instead
of just uploading a PDF of the physical copy.
The brochure itself has pros and cons. There
is a lot of text utilized to present information
on the inside of the pamphlet. Although it

“Pathways.org” front of brochure

is easy to read, there are alignment issues
throughout.

The

way

the

information

is laid out is easy to read and follow but
does suffer from some alignment issues.
Some text goes outside of its own grid and
bleeds over into other sections. Simple
illustrations are included in the brochure
to demonstrate some of the hands-on
elements for parents and is similar to what
is used for the organization’s logo. Most of
the illustrations are easy to understand with

“Pathways.org” App

the accompanying text, but a couple of
them are not clear in what exactly they are
communicating. Pathways.org was one of
the more reputable organizations, and even
their digital resources are lacking in overall
quality of visual aesthetic and hierarchy,
which negatively affects the overall research
and information they are publishing.

CONCLUSION
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“Pathways.org” App website homepage

current dad's of teenagers also showed
The research that was conducted will help

that one of the main reasons for lack of

guide in the creation of the visual solutions

involvement in the spiritual development of

that will be worked on in this thesis. The

their teenagers is a result of the struggle to

subject matter and copy content will all

find balance in their home and professional

be based off of the findings from the

lives. Since time is already a resource dads

research conducted in the literature review

do not have a lot of, the deliverables created

to better equip dads to be more involved

easily fit into their busy lives, without

and understand the different milestones

sacrificing any important information on

that occur in the spiritual development

spiritual development.

of their teenagers, while also educating
them on some of the specific generational
characteristics of the Gen Z and how that
influences faith development. Some of
the content included will cover the tough
subjects that dads may feel unequipped to
answer with their teenagers.
The visual research that was conducted will
be what guides the actual creation of the
deliverables. General design principles and
the research on design principles that appeal
to Generation X will influence the overall
visual aesthetic and brand for the campaign.
Because dads are the target audience,
design choices, especially typography and
color choices, will be more masculine than
feminine to appeal more to men. Generation
X is also categorized as being very nostalgic,
meaning the overall brand will need to use
references, imagery, and editing techniques
to be reflective of popular design styles from
when dads of current teenagers were teens
themselves.

The research on the current trends of
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CHAPTER THREE
VISUAL PROCESS
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VISUAL SOLUTION
OVERVIEW

marketing (Holotová 150). Because many of
them are also primarily in the workforce, the

The visual solutions for this thesis should

deliverables were also created to fit more

serve the purpose of engaging, informing,

conveniently into their busy lifestyles.

and

challenging

fathers

of

current

teenagers to be more engaged in the

Although, each deliverable serves a unique

spiritual development of their children. In

purpose in the overall function and what is

order to solve the problem of fathers of

provided to the audience, the final deliverables

teenagers not being actively involved in the

work together to educate fathers on spiritual

spiritual development of their teens, a visual

development and provide practical steps to

campaign was created to reach the targeted

become more involved in their teenager’s lives.

demographic. The visual deliverables created
in this thesis include a poster campaign,
images for Facebook posts, an interactive
mobile app mockup, an interactive website
mockup, and activity booklet.
The visual solutions that were selected are
ones that would best be utilized by the target
demographic with their current lifestyle
taken into consideration. Much thought
was also given to what would be visually
appealing and catch their attention. Based
on the research gathered, fathers of Gen Z
typically fall into the Generation X category
typically born between 1965-1976. Knowing
that they are a very nostalgic generation, all
design and aesthetic decisions were made
to be more modern iterations of design
styles that were very popular in the 80’s,
when most of them were also teenagers,
which has proven to be an effective form of
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INSPIRATION BOARD
AND MOOD BOARD
The purpose of the inspiration board was to

Using the inspiration board, a mood board

help collect images to influence the overall

was created to act as a guide while creating

style of the entire brand and deliverables.

all deliverables. The mood board included

This included discovering the typographic

specific images found while creating the

choices,

used

inspiration board that captured the overall

throughout the campaign, the overall style

chosen aesthetic, the color palette that would

of the images that would be included, the

be utilized throughout the deliverables, and

general layouts of different deliverables, and

a few different typefaces that were reflective

how to incorporate other visual elements

of the chosen style.

colors

that

would

be

into the campaign.
Pinterest was the tool that used to collect
all images for inspiration and referred to
throughout the entire project to evaluate
if the chosen style of the deliverables was
meeting the goals of the thesis while still
capturing the overall chosen design style. The
images that were collected in the inspiration
board were very reflective of the 80’s pop and
Memphis style of design. They both utilized
bright colors and shapes along with images
that were more muted or simply black and
white. Some of the colors that were found
to be used in the inspirational images were
retro red, pink, yellows, teals, and purples.
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Inspiration Board

Mood Board
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SKETCHES AND
WIREFRAMES
One of the most important parts of the

elements and while maintaining consistent

design process was sketching the different

and appropriate visual hierarchy throughout

layouts

so that no important information was lost.

and

designs

for

the

posters,

Facebook posts, activity booklet, and the

Creating the wireframes for the digital

logo for Next Gen. First, thumbnails of the

deliverables made sure that the connectivity

different designs were made. Thumbnails

of all pages and interactive features were

are small sketches that help discover which

intuitive for the target audience. Along with

shapes, form and composition are most

the wireframe, connectivity webs were also

interesting without going into much detail.

created to map out the flow of the different

From the thumbnails, more refined sketches

pages. This made sure that there were

were created to show more detail. For the

no hidden pages and that they were all

logo, this meant creating various versions of

connected and flowed smoothly.

the logo. For the poster, social media posts,
and booklet, this meant starting to work on
the layouts and imagery that would be used.
For the posters, the sketches were also
helpful in establishing new layouts. The
initial sketches of the posters, while visually
interesting, also illuminated some potential
challenges in making all of the deliverables
unique but still cohesive.
Additionally, wireframes were created for the
mobile app and website to organize the flow
of the content. Wireframes are templates
for websites that are created to help with
the layout of all elements that are included
in the designs. This part of the process was
utilized to ensure that the placement of
content worked cohesively with other design
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Sketches of the Next Gen logo

Mobile App wireframe

Website wireframe
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COLOR PALETTE
The primary colors that were chosen and

textures and paintbrush effects to achieve a

used throughout all of the deliverables were

more vintage style background.

ones that are reflective the 80’s pop style. This

Additionally, a very dark gray was used in

is a style that a majority of Generation X would

the digital deliverables instead of pure black

remember from when they were teenagers.

to lessen eye strain with continual use and

The colors are used minimally throughout

engagement of the mobile app and website.

the deliverables and used to primarily create

Pure black was used for the print deliverables

visual interest and contrast to the black

to ensure there was enough contrast and

and white photography. The primary colors

visual interest for the text. With some of

selected for the deliverables are red, yellow,

the effects that were being used to give the

and darker blue in similar hues to found in

design a vintage style, pure black made sure

design styles of the 80's . Since the colors

that all text was clearly visible and legible.

would be used not as primary elements,
the secondary colors light blue, purple, and
pink were selected for each to provide more
depth and additional contrast to the primary
colors.
Instead of just using white as the background
for the elements, custom backgrounds were
created to provide additional visual interest.
For the digital deliverables, a solid cream
color is used. For print pieces, a background
was created in Photoshop using various
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Primary Colors

R=252 : G=39 : B=87
C=0 : M=85 : Y=65 : K=1
Hex: #FC2757

R=248 : G=233 : B=55
C=0 : M=6 : Y=78 : K=3
Hex: #F8E937

R=60 : G=107 : B=200
C=70 : M=46 : Y=0 : K=22
Hex: #3C6BC8

Secondary Colors

R=44 : G=230 : B=225
C=81 : M=0 : Y=1 : K=10
Hex: #2CE6E1

R=253 : G=107 : B=168
C=0 : M=58 : Y=34 : K=1
Hex: #FD6BA8

R=201: G=127 : B=214
C=6 : M=41 : Y=0 : K=16
Hex: #C97FD6

Text and Background Colors

C=0 : M=0 : Y=0 : K=100
Hex: #1E1E1E

R=240 : G=240 : B=240
Hex: #F0F0F0

R=30 : G=30 : B=30
Hex: #1E1E1E

R=240 G=240 : B=235
Hex: #F0F0EB
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TYPOGRAPHY
With one of the main purposes of these

For longer sections of text, Montserrat

deliverables being to communicate complex

regular was used for a much thinner font.

information, some of which required sections

This selection provided better contrast to the

of longer text, typography was one of the

much bolder headers, but also allowed for

most important elements selected in the

easier reading when there were paragraphs

design process.

of text.

To make sure the typography worked across
all platforms and elements, one typeface with
various weights was chosen. The typeface
Montserrat was chosen for various reasons.
It is an open- source typeface making it free
even for commercial use. Montserrat is a
sans serif typeface, or a typeface with out the
extending feature at the end of the stroke.
With it being more modern in its structure,
it is legible at various sizes but is simple
enough that it does not conflict or draw
attention away from the visual elements.
For the various headers and text that needed
to stand out more, Montserrat Bold was
utilized. The bold version of this typeface is
also what was used for the foundation of the
Next Gen logo.
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Montserrat Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Montserrat Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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PHOTOGRAPHY
The utilization of photography was a major
element in visually representing the ideas
being communicated and creating visual
interest. The stock photographs were found
using royalty-free resources like Shutterstock,
Unsplash, Pexels, and Freepik.
Some of the photographs were selected for
their nostalgia that would speak more to
those that were teenagers in the 80’s, while
others were more modern in their selection.
The contrast in these different selections
were to have dads reflect on their own
teenage years while also thinking about their
own teenager. All the photographs were
edited with the same effects to give them
a more vintage style. The effects used also
created visual harmony and make the image
feel more cohesive and part of the overall
design of the deliverables.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEFENSE
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OVERVIEW
The goal of this campaign is to help fathers

The overall design and function of the

of current teenagers understand more about

deliverables was created to reach Generation

the spiritual development that happens in

X. The overall visual direction was to target

this phase of adolescence and equip them

the nostalgia of Generation X and visual

with practical steps on how they can be more

aesthetic that was distinctive of when

actively involved in the faith development of

they were teenagers. Because the target

their children. In order to achieve this goal,

audience are also working professional

the final visual solutions that were created

adults, the visuals were given more modern

for this thesis included a brand campaign

adjustments and the function and format

and resources consisting of a poster series,

of the deliverables were created with the

Facebook image posts, an activity booklet,

typical lifestyle of working fathers taken into

a mobile app, and website. The deliverables

consideration.

were created with a focus on how to best
communicate the research gathered to the

All of the deliverables work together but

target audience.

all serve different functions to achieve the
problem of dads not being involved in the

To create these deliverables, various software

spiritual development of their teenagers.

programs were used. Adobe Photoshop was

All of the deliverables also direct the target

used to create layouts of the posters and

audience to interact with other deliverables

Facebook image posts. In addition, it was also

in this campaign with the use of QR codes

used for editing for all the photography that

and hyperlinks.

was used throughout all of the deliverables.
Adobe Illustrator was used to create various
background elements, buttons, and other
vector illustrated shapes that were used
throughout. Adobe InDesign was used
to create the layouts for the mobile app,
website, and the print booklet.
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BRANDING
The first aspect of the overall visual

Generation X. Other sketches took on the

aesthetic that needed to be determined

more Memphis style of design using shapes

was the branding and logo for Next Gen.

as design elements.

The brand and over visual aesthetic should
serve to catch the attention of and invoke

The final iteration of the logo for Next Gen

an emotional response from the target

combines certain elements of 80s pop and

audience, which for this thesis are dads of

the Memphis style. Three different versions

current teenagers. The goal of the branding

of the logo were created that could be used

is to be reflective of the nostalgia of the

in many different contexts and deliverables.

teenage years for Generation X. As was
discovered in the research, nostalgia is
an effective way of evoking an emotional
response and action (Holotová 150). Visual
research showed that most logo styles and
modern adaptations are highly revolved
around 80’s pop design and the Memphis
style of design. With both of these styles
in mind, sketches were created to make a
logo with a more modernized style.
Some of the early iterations were reflective
of the ever popular MTV logo, which is a very
recognizable pop culture reference that
has in many ways been a defining point of
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Initial sketches of the Next Gen Logo

Early iterations of the Next Gen Logo
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Final version of the logos

Alternate letter mark of logo
for alternative use

Alternate version of logo with the tag line for
alternative use
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Final version of the logos

Alternate letter mark of logo
for alternative use

Alternate version of logo with the tag line for
alternative use
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POSTERS
A series of six posters were created for the

and repetition throughout the posters, the

Next Gen campaign that could be displayed

statistics and QR code were included as a

in the hallways of a church, the office of a

footer on all the posters.

family counselor, or even on out in the streets
to be viewed on the work commute for dads

The footer of the poster was designed

that are part of the professional workforce.

to fulfill the purpose of encouraging the

The overall purpose of these posters is to grab

target audience to interact with the rest of

the attention of the targeted audience but

the campaign elements. At the bottom of

to act as a gateway and encourage them to

each poster a statistic has been included

take action by exploring the other resources

specifically about Gen Z from the research

in this campaign.

that was conducted during the literature
review. These statistics are related to the

All of the posters utilized the same layout

header. The purpose of including the

and overall hierarchy, so it is clear that they

statistic is to create urgency for take action

are part of the same campaign. Each poster

and using the QR code which directs the

includes a header with a simple statement

target audience to the website for additional

or question that is meant to catch the

information

attention of the viewer at the top of the

campaign and provide more information

poster. Underneath the header is an image

about spiritual development and areas that

symbolizing the theme of the poster that has

dads mentioned they felt unequipped to

been edited in Photoshop.

answer certain questions about spirituality

and

resources

with their teens (Barna 84-85).
The early versions of the poster were just the
image and shapes with the header. Based
on feedback and brainstorming with my
committee chair, some of the images were
mage to be larger to create more focus on
the imagery. Titles were also inconsistently
placed and were adjusted to match the series.
The major addition was the adding of the QR
code and statistics from the research in the
literature review. To establish consistency
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from

the

Sketches of the posters

Early versions of the posters before the QR code and statistics were included. Some
of the images on the early version were not licensed images which were switched
out for the final iterations.
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Final versions of the posters
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Final versions of the posters cont.
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Final mockups of the posters
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Final mockups of the posters
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SOCIAL MEDIA
A survey conducted by AudienceProject

The text in the social media posts pose a

found that approximately 76% of Generation

statement or question that ties specifically

X adults have a Facebook profile and are

to the post or blog it is associated with, to

actively engaged with the social media

draw the audience to engage more, or read

platform on a regular basis (AudienceProject).

the associated blog. Five of the social media

For this reason, the Next Gen social campaign

posts start with a “Did You Know” question

would utilize a Facebook Group for further

format for uniformity in the title structure.

connection with other dads of teenagers

Instead of using a QR code like the posters,

and posting various resources, videos, and

each blog or post would include a hyperlink

blogs with the purpose of pointing the target

to redirect to the website where there

audience to the other main deliverables. For

are additional resources about teenage

the Facebook group, ten unique social media

spiritual development. Since the text of a

images were created that would accompany

Facebook post can include hyperlinks and

a post or function as a blog image. All posts

longer sections of text, any information that

were made and edited in Photoshop.

could be included in the text box was left out
of the created image.

The biggest changes in the social media
posts were content related more than

The

style and layout. Since there would only be

posts uses the same effect and textures

headers with supporting statistics, more

in the background as the print pieces to

thought had to be given to what was being

create more visual interest than just a plain

communicated so the purpose was not lost

background.

on the viewer. The Facebook posts serve as
an introduction to additional information
through a link connecting to an article or
external site. Therefore, the headers had to
immediately create interest and capture the
viewer's attention.
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background

of

the

social

media

Early versions of the social media posts. Some of the
images on the early version were not licensed images
which were switched out for the final iterations.
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Final versions of the social media posts
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Final versions of the social media posts cont.
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Final versions of the social media posts cont.
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Final mockup of the social media post
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Final mockup of the social media post cont.
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MOBILE APP
Because Generation X is mainly working

could cause confusion or were distracting

fathers, a mobile app was created to be a

from the overall design.

resource that could easily be interacted with
on a commute to work. It was important

The main navigation of the app is located at

to create something that could be used

the bottom of the screen with the different

on the go or on a short commute because

sections laid out horizontally. This is so the

a large percentage of Generation X dads

different sections can easily be accessed

are still in the work force (Pew Research

with a user’s thumb instead of having to

Center). The purpose of this app was to

include an additional button to be clicked

create an experience for dads where they

to reveal the menu. The different sections

could consume the information on spiritual

of the navigation are a “Family,” “Resources,”

development in 10-15 minute increments to

“Weekly Connect,” “Log,” and “More.”

solve the problem of many dads saying they

The “Family” section of the app allows dads

are having trouble balancing their work and

to provide information about their teenager

home life (105-106).

with the encouragement if they do not have
an answer to interact with their teenager and

The app was created in Adobe InDesign with

find out the answer. The answers to these

other design elements that were created in

questions tie into some of the challenges of

Photoshop and Illustrator.

connecting with their teenagers, acting as a
cheat sheet to build bridges with them. This

The mobile app went through the least

section allows users to also add more than

amount of changes from the early iteration

one teen for multi-adolescent families.

to the final version. Most of the changes were
small design and aesthetic adjustments. The

Under “Resources” there are two options.

biggest of these was making the button

Short blog posts that are written by other

and header styles more distinct from one

dads are provided that can be read in less

another and ensuring consistent usage

than 15 minutes for those that may take

across the entire platform. This ensures

public transportation to work or want

that the user knows what are interactive

to read on their lunch break. Weekly

elements and what are not. Other minor

podcasts are also available for dads that

changes included the removing of certain

drive to work and cannot read a blog

background elements and textures that

on their commute. Podcasts can be
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downloaded to the user’s device. Blogs
and podcasts are hosted by youth pastors
and other parents of teenagers.
In the “Weekly Connect” section of the app,
dads are encouraged to connect weekly
with their teenager to help build bridges and
have regular conversations about faith. Each
week a new challenge is provided with an
explanation and a button to click once it has
been completed.
The “Log” section of the app allows users to
take notes and record their thoughts. This
can be while they are listening to podcasts,
reading blogs, or when a conversation or
event happens that a dad wants to take
notes on. They are able to go back and read
old logs and even edit.
The last section is “More,” which provides
links for additional resources. The Next Gen
Website button takes them to the website.
They can purchase the Next Gen activity
booklet for more challenges and specific
information on spiritual development. The
Facebook Group link will direct them to join
a community of other dads. Finally, they can
easily share the app through normal mobile
share options like message or email.
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Sketches of the mobile app

Early versions of the mobile app. Some of the images on
the early version were not licensed images which were
switched out for the final iterations.
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Final versions of the mobile app.
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Final versions of the mobile app cont.
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Final mockups of the mobile app
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WEBSITE
Many of the resources serve to point people

The “About” page of the website explains

to the Next Gen website to learn more in-

the purpose of Next Gen and casts the

depth information about the spiritual

vision for the organization and campaign.

development

The

Statistics from the research are provided

function of the website is different than the

to emphasize the importance of the

app, which was created to be used in short

mission. Specific action steps are given for

segments on the go, where the website

dads to take to be more actively involved

is created to be interacted with in slightly

by using the other companion resources

longer sessions of use.

created in the campaign.

The website was created in Adobe InDesign,

The

using photographs and illustrations similar

more in detail about adolescent spiritual

to the other deliverables. The background of

development. Each of the four sections give

the website is a cream color, with a slightly

a brief description of a topic covered with a

darker version to help notate the different

link that directs them to another page that

sections of individual pages.

has a longer description of development.

of

their

teenagers.

“Development”

page

goes

much

These pages also have additional action
The overall aesthetic and design of the

steps in creating an environment for spiritual

website did not change through the process

development in a household. Initially there

of creating the deliverables. Instead of the

was only one development page, with short

website being just a minor supporting piece,

descriptions of the different milestones all

content was added in weekly based on my

together. After reviewing the section in the

own reevaluations and feedback from my

early stages, it was evident that this section of

committee chair.

the website could be developed more, with
more specific information added on spiritual

The different sections of the website include

development, which is how the additional

the “About” page, “Development” page, “Blog”

development pages were created.

page, “Challenges” page, and the “Resources”
page.
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The “Blog” page has blogs that are unique

The “Resources” page of the website serves

to the website. These are longer blogs

similar purpose to the “More” tab of the app

than seen in the mobile app, and are

and shows dads the other resources from

written by professionals and academics

the Next Gen campaign that they can utilize.

in the field of teenage development

This included a link to the Next Gen Facebook

and spiritual development. They would

group, a link to download the mobile app,

be longer reads than most could do in a

and a link to purchase the Next Gen booklet.

short commute to work.
Instead of weekly challenges in the app,
the website features monthly challenges
for connecting with their teenagers that
are found in the “Challenges” section of the
website. The challenges would change every
year. The buttons just need to be clicked on for
a pop-up description of the actual challenge
to appear. Similar to the “Development”
page, all of the challenges and their
descriptions were listed out on the page,
making everything feel a little overwhelmed.
The descriptions were replaced with simple
icons that were created in Adobe Illustrator
with a button to be clicked. The button
brought up a pop-up window with a more indepth description of the monthly challenge.
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Sketches of the website

Logo

About Development Blogs Challenges Resources

Logo

About Development Blogs Challenges Resources

HEADER: What’s going on with my teenager?
image background
HEADER: Featured Article

Image

Abstract thought
(insert description here)
Description of blog

Image

Identity Crisis
(insert description here)

Image

Acceptance
(insert description here)

Image

Independence
(insert description here)

image

image

Blog Title
Blog Description

Blog Title
Blog Description

image

image

Blog Title
Blog Description

Call to action: newsletter
Logo

Name

Email
Send button

Blog Title
Blog Description

Call to action: newsletter
Logo

Name

Email
Send button

Wireframes of the website
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Early versions of the website. Some of the images on
the early version were not licensed images which were
switched out for the final iterations.
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Final versions of the website
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Final versions of the website cont.
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Final mockups of the website
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ACTIVITY BOOKLET
The final deliverable created for this thesis

them by distinctive colors. Another major

was a 10x10 inch activity booklet created in

adjustment was to make the activity

InDesign and exported as an interactive

booklet one of the primary deliverables of

PDF. Generation X were some of the early

this thesis, which was not the original plan.

adopters of technology and are frequent

Because more content on the milestones

users of digital products, but still are large

of spiritual development and practical

consumers of print media as well. The

action steps could be added, helping to

booklet was created to make sure that all

significantly solve the problem of the

mediums of information were covered

thesis, it made sense for this deliverable to

for the target audience. The booklet is a

take more priority.

resource for dads to work through section
by section. It is not a book to read through

As the activity booklet continued to develop

in one sitting. The goal of the booklet is to

and go through edits, it was pointed out by my

provide more in-depth information about

committee chair, that the flow was starting

teenage spiritual development, personal

to get lost when some of the pages were

reflections for dads, and challenges to

moved around. With new pages constantly

help be more involved with the faith

being added, there were also original pages

development of their teens.

with content from the research done in the
literature review, that did not work cohesively

The activity booklet went through the most

with the other content in the activity booklet.

amount of changes through out the duration

Therefor many pages ended up being

of this thesis. For the planning of the activity

removed from the final version.

booklet, the first part of the creation was to
write the copy to establish the overall flow and

The “About Your Teen” sections dive deeper

determine that actual content to be covered.

into the spiritual development of teenagers.

The final version was very different from the

This section covers the information on

original copy, but helped with getting an

spiritual development from of the research

idea of the different types of sections that

conducted in the literature but is presented

were created. The three sections of the

in a much more personal way for the target

final version are the “About Your Teen”

audience. This is the major section that

section, “Reflect,” and “Challenges.” These

was added in from the original vision of

sections always existed, but as the creation

the activity booklet, that prompted most

of the layouts progressed, it made sense to

of the changes and edits. After reading the

actually define the sections and categorize

information on development, the next two
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provide opportunities to reflect further on
the information and then take guided action
based on the research. These remaining
sections also changed from the original ones,
to better coincide with the development of
the informational pages.
The “Reflect” pages ask personal questions
of the dad and provide a section for them
to write their answers and thoughts. The

Initial version of the activity booklet

reflections serve to help dads rethink how
they may be currently approaching their
relationship and the development of their
teen, and make sure they are creating safe
spaces for transparent conversations.
“Challenges” are conversations and activities
that are different from the weekly mobile
app and monthly website challenges that
were more about connecting and building
relational bridges. These are specific activities
revolving around spiritual development and
conversation topics about faith that dads are
encouraged to have with their teens. This
helped solve the problem of dads not feeling
equipped to have spiritual converstaions
with their teenagers (Barna 84-85) and going
deeper than just having basic and surface
level spiritual converstaions (Powell 118).

Second version of the activity booklet. The
biggest change from this point on was the
removal of the bio section. It was a feature on
the app and seemed redundant to have again
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Final spreads of the activity booklet
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Final spreads of the activity booklet cont.
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Final spreads of the activity booklet cont.
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Final mockup of the activity booklet
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
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CONCLUSION
OVERVIEW

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The deliverables that were created in this

For this project to continue on and be

thesis solve the defined problem of there

successful in its purpose in the future,

being a lack of resources specifically

every aspect of the design and research

designed for dads of current teenagers on

had to be evaluated in how it would be

the topic of the spiritual development of

continually successful in the future, and

their teens. This was achieved by providing

what adjustments, changes or other areas

information on spiritual development and

of research would have to be conducted to

practical steps on how to become more

have updated information on this problem.

actively involved in the faith development

This

of teenagers. The overall visual aesthetic

consideration and long term ones.

involved

considering

immediate

draws inspiration from the popular design
aesthetics of when the target audience

For short term success, market research

were teenagers, drawing on the nostalgia of

would have to be done to determine how this

Generation X, with a more modern treatment

project could expand to including mothers,

that ensures the important information of

since the maternal involvement was not

spiritual development is not overshadowed

much better than that of Fathers. Because

by design elements and appeals to the

the colors schemes utilized more masculine

professional working dad. Because most

primary colors while the secondary colors

dads of Generation X of teenagers are also still

utilized more feminine colors popular from

in the work force today, the general function

design styles of the 80's. A project for mothers

and primary usage of the deliverables were

could use the same style, but reverse the

created to easily be adapted into the general

colors using a more feminine primary color

lifestyle and time commitment of this

scheme. Images could also be adjusted

demographic.

to speak more to mothers, or switched in
general to even reach more targeted areas.
For long term considerations it is important
to note that Gen Z will be teenagers until after
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the year 2030 AD. In regard to information

making this problem just as relevant in the

that was gathered and presented specific

future. Additionally, surveys would have to

to the spiritual development of teenagers,

be conducted to determine which reasons

research indicates that while there are

for this disconnect are generation ones, and

some specific characteristics of Generation

which ones are consistent.

Z teenagers that will change with the next
generation,

the

specific

milestones

of

Visually, changes would need to be made

spiritual development covered by James

once the Millennial generation becomes

Fowler and other academics should remain

the primary parents of teenagers, to better

largely same. This means that much of the

visually appeal the that generation. Studies

development specific information presented

have shown that the Millennial generation

in the deliverables would not have to change

are also nostalgic, like Generation X was, so

in the future as the next generation starts to

the visual strategy could remain the same

become teenagers. One of the major ares of

but using a style and references from the

research that would have to change specific

90's decade and early 2000's when they were

to the spiritual development in formation is

teenagers.

the specific characteristics of Gen Z along
with statistics for their relationship with
religion and the church as it affects spiritual
development.
Since the parents of teenagers will also no
longer primarily be Generation X but the
Millennial generation, additional research
will have to be done on the overall visual
aesthetic of this new generation of teenage
fathers and their own generation statistics
of paternal involvement in the spiritual
development of their teenagers. Researchers
do agree that based on historical trends of
declining paternal involvement in spiritual
development is continuing down the same
direction, this would indicate that the current
declining relationship between the paternal
involvement will only continue to decline,
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PERSONAL REFLECTION
This project was one of the more challenging
projects I have worked on for a few different
reasons. This was a very comprehensive
project that included many different types of
visual solutions. The primary challenge was
trying to keep all of the solutions unique in
their function so that all of the deliverables
did not repeat anything, but still stayed similar
in their overall shared goal of education and
providing action steps for dads to be more
involved in their teenagers development.
With such a short time frame to create all of
the deliverables, it also was difficult making
sure everything was visually consistent to the
brand. This was made easier because of the
refined mood board that was created, but
still challenging on how to make distinctions
between print and digital with the chosen
aesthetic for the deliverables.
Despite the challenges, this project was a
great experience creating as much as I did
and creating a brand from start to finish,
and creating actual usable print and digital
assets.
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APPENDIX
Provided is copyright information on images used
throughout the thesis document and visual solution.
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